WHITEvoid operates at the horizon where art, design and technology meet.
The studio is comprised of specialists in interaction, media and product design,
architecture, mechanical and electronic engineering.
We create interactive installations for museums, exhibitions and trade fairs, festivals,
concerts, theatre productions and clubs.
Our house brand KINETIC LIGHTS is the leading specialist in kinetic lighting. For more than
fifteen years our designs and products have earned awards and worldwide recognition
for delivering professionally engineered lighting equipment.

TouchDesigner Developer (f/m/d)
fulltime

YOUR TASKS:

* development and maintenance of the real-time control software
* adapt and expand the software to new technologies and customer requests
* close interdisciplinary cooperation with the engineering team
* on-site set up and operating of national and international installations and projects
* organize and manage software versions (git)
* technical documentation

WE OFFER:

* a challenging position
* high level of self-management and organizational flexibility
* extraordinary and challenging international projects in the field of art, architecture,
show and event
* highly motivated international team
* employee profit sharing
* Wild Card
* modern studio next to the Spree
* Team events, BBQ, fruits, delicious coffee and fun at the pinball machine

YOU BRING:

* extensive experience with TouchDesigner 088 and 099 with a portfolio of
successfully completed projects
* Python or similar scripting languages
* object-oriented programming desirable
* basic understanding of the 3D and SOP workflow in TouchDesigner
* basic understanding of GLSL
* experience and knowledge related to interactive, electromechanical projects
* a good understanding of the key aspects relating sensors, actors and communication
protocols
* high motivation and hands-on mentality
* accurate, careful, independent and responsible way of working

HOW TO APPLY:

We look forward to receiving your application including CV, motivation letter and
salary expectations by e-mail.

CONTACT:

jobs@whitevoid.com

Information on our products and projects:
www.whitevoid.com
www.kinetic-lights.com

